In this paper we deal with the existence of a positive solution for a class of semilinear systems of multi-singular elliptic equations which involve Sobolev critical exponents. In fact, by the analytic techniques and variational methods, we prove that there exists at least one positive solution for the system. MSC: 35J60; 35B33
Introduction
We consider the following elliptic system: Before stating the main result, we clarify some terminology. Since our method is variational in nature, we need to define the energy functional of (.) on H × H Then J(u, ν) belongs to C  (H × H, R). A pair of functions (u  , ν  ) ∈ H × H is said to be a solution of (.) if (u  , ν  ) = (, ), and for all (ϕ, φ) ∈ H × H, we have
Standard elliptic arguments show that
The following assumptions are needed:
Our main results are as follows.
Theorem . Suppose (H  ) holds. Then for any solution
where
where ρ  > .
Theorem . Suppose (H  ), (H  ) hold. Then the problem (.) has a positive solution.
Preliminaries
On H × H, we use the norm
. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/119
Using the Young inequality, the following best constant is well defined:
where 
, for all ρ >  small. Then for any  < μ <μ, by [] we have the following estimates:
and for any a ∈ R N \{},
It is not difficult to verify that u, ν ∈ H   ( , |x -ξ i | -γ ) and satisfy
where s, n > . Multiplying the first equation of (.) by φ  i and the second one by φ  i respectively and integrating, we have
By the Cauchy inequality and the Young inequality, we get
The same result holds for |x -
Using Caffarelli-Kohn-Nirenberg inequality [], we infer that
Then ω n (x) := max{u n (x), ν n (x)}. Now, from the Hölder inequality, we deduce that
In the sequel, we have
By the choice of ϕ i , we obtain
and ϕ i (x) to be a constant near the zero. Letting n → ∞, we infer that ω ∈
Suppose r >  is sufficiently small such that r + l < R and ϕ i is a cut-off function with the properties |∇ϕ i | <  l and ϕ i (x) =  in B r (ξ i ).
Then we have the following results:
where we used the Hölder inequality. From (.) in combination with (.), it follows that
we have χ j → ∞ as j → ∞. Note that the infinite sums on the right-hand side converge,
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem . Suppose (u  , ν  ) ∈ H × H is a positive solution to problem (.). For
It is easy to verify that
Combining (.) with (.), we get
Therefore, by the maximum principle in
Similar result also holds for ν(x). Therefore, we have
For any x ∈ B ρ (ξ i )\{ξ i },
For any x ∈ B ρ (ξ i )\{ξ i }. This proves the theorem.
Local (PS) c -condition and the existence of positive solutions
We first establish a compactness result.
Lemma . Suppose that (H  ) holds. Then J satisfies the (PS) c -condition for all
c < c
Therefore, (u, ν) is a solution to (.). Then by the concentration-compactness principle [-] and up to a subsequence, there exist an at most countable set J , a set of different points
such that the following convergence holds in the sense of measures:
By the Sobolev inequalities [], we have
We claim that J is finite, and for any j ∈ J ,ν x j =  orν
Then we have
By the Sobolev inequality, S ν   * x j ≤τ x j ; and then we deduce thatν x j =  orν x j ≥ S  N  , which implies that J is finite. Now, we consider the possibility of concentration at points
Thus, we have
From (.) and (.) we derive that S μ iν
On the other hand, from the above arguments, we conclude that
Ifν ξ i =ν x j =  for all i ∈ {, . . . , k} and j ∈ J , then c = , which contradicts the assumption that c > . On the other hand, if there exists an i ∈ {, . . . , k} such thatν ξ i =  or there exists a j ∈ J withν x j = , then we infer that
First, under the assumptions (H  ), (H  ), we have the following notations:
where τ min >  is a minimal point of f η,λ,σ (τ ), and therefore a root of the equation Note that lim t→+∞ g(t) = -∞ and g(t) >  as t is close to . Thus, sup t≥ g(t) is attained at some finite t ε >  with g (t ε ) = . Furthermore, c < t ε < c , where c and c are the positive constants independent of ε. By using (.), we have and  ≤ μ ≤μ - and so  <  √μ -μ. From (.), Lemma . and Lemma ., it follows that
so g(t ε ) < c * . Hence, g(t ε ) < c * , ∀t ≥  and 
